
IMC’s New Web Warehouse
Truck Cut Off Alarm

Do you want to get parts on the next truck?  
Did you get busy and forget to place the order?

Based on customer feedback IMC has developed an option to remind you    
that your IMC delivery truck is getting ready to leave the warehouse.  

Introducing the IMC Web Warehouse Truck Cut Off Alarm



IMC Web Warehouse 
Truck Cut Off Alarm

The Truck Cut Off Alarm will:

...sound at either 5, 10 or 15 minutes prior to the order cut off time 
for your next delivery truck, this supports the visual cut off time 
reminder already in place:

...allow you to control if want the reminder to notify you before 
every truck cut off time or only if have items in your shopping cart

choose your alarm sound from the selections provided 



IMC Web Warehouse 
Truck Cut Off Alarm To turn On or Off the       

Truck Cut Off Alarm
click on the              

My Account link.
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Click on 
the Truck 
Cut Off 
Alarm 

Settings 
link



The  alarm default is non-active.  The user must turn on the Truck Cut 
Off alarm for it to be active. Turning on the Truck Cut Off Alarm will 

generate a page of options (see next page).  

This is the same step you would take if you want to turn the Truck Cut 
Off Alarm off.  Select No and then the Save Route Time Settings button 

to turn off the Truck Cut Off Alarm.  

IMC Web Warehouse 
Truck Cut Off Alarm

To turn on the alarm 
click the Yes button                 



Select the desired options

IMC Web Warehouse 
Truck Cut Off Alarm

Please click on the Save Alarm Settings button  
to save your customized selections

Set the 
alarm  to 
remind 

you at 15, 
10 or 5 
minutes 

before the 
order cut 
off time
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